The study of the antineutrinos emitted by the radioactive decays in the Earth interior is the only way to investigate how much of the terrestrial heat is produced by these decays and which is their contribution in the various Earth components. The existence of the geo-neutrinos has recently been demonstrated by Borexino and confirmed by Kamland. Kamland had found some hints already in 2005 and 2008 Nevertheless the statistics is not yet enough to discriminate among the various geological models.
A few information on the neutrinos
The neutrinos belong to one of the two families of the elementary particles, the leptons. This family includes 6 particles with the corresponding antiparticles. They are divided in three sub-families, called flavors; each of them consists of two particles and one of them is a neutrino. For this discussion on the geo-neutrinos only the first flavor is important, which includes the electron and the electron-neutrino ν e .
The neutrinos are particles without charge and with a very small mass, which has not been measured yet because the needed sensitivity has not been reached until now. Their probability to interact with the material is very weak. Its cross section, the square of which is proportional to the interaction probability, is fourteen orders of magnitude lower than the proton cross section and twelve with respect the electron one. This means that the neutrinos can cross also the Universe without being disturbed. This is of course true also for the neutrinos escaping from the Sun and the Earth interior. The neutrino is thus an incredible probe to study phenomena within these big systems.
The neutrinos maintain their origin: the neutrino flavor during their interactions and travel is supposed to be conserved, except for the mechanism, discovered about ten years ago, of the oscillation. Following this mechanism a neutrino can change its flavor crossing matter or vacuum. For instance an electron-neutrino can be changed to muon-neutrino with a certain probability, which depends on the neutrino energy, on the matter composition and other specific parameters. In the experimental study of the neutrinos the oscillation phenomenon has to be taken into account.
But which is the role of the neutrinos in the structure of the matter? We know that the matter includes three types of particles: protons, neutrons, electrons. The protons and the electrons are stable, free neutrons have a lifetime of 885.7 s. The neutrinos are stable and they are uncoupled from the matter; they are produced in the decay of unstable particles. In fact, in addition to the particles mentioned above, there are a few hundreds of unstable particles, with a very short lifetime (from 10 −8 to 10 −27 s). They decay (are transformed) into other particles, which can be unstable or stable: the unstable ones also decay and finally only the stable particles remain (we consider the neutron as stable in this context).
In the Big Bang all the elementary particles have been produced, unstable ones included. They decayed onto neutrons, protons and electrons, which matched into atoms, and the neutrinos which, staying uncoupled, remained in the Universe. To our knowledge 300 relic neutrinos per square meter are present in the whole Universe.
A sketch of the Earth matter
The Earth is made up by various layers. Going from the Earth center to its surface we find:
• an inner Core, solid due to the high pressure (∼ 330 GPa), despite the high temperature (∼ 5700 K): its size is approximately that of the Moon and it consists essentially of a Fe-Ni alloy.
• an outer Core, 2260 km thick, liquid (4100-5800 K of temperature), it also consists of a Fe-Ni alloy with a 10% of light elements (S,O); the motion of this conductive liquid produces the geo-dynamo.
• a Mantle-Core transition, ∼ 200 km thick.
• a lower Mantle, ∼ 2000 km thick, with an high Mg/Fe ratio, at high temperature (600-3700 K) and high pressure, viscose; due to the non homogeneous distribution of the caloric energy in it, thermal convections are produced which are connected to volcanic activities and to movements of the tectonic plates.
• a transition region, 400-650 km thick, which has seismic discontinuities; partial melting in it is the source of the mid-ocean ridges basalts, important because mantle material emerges in them.
• an upper Mantle, more than 350 km thick, composed by peridotite type rocks, which includes the highly viscose so called astenosphere, on which the litospheric tectonic plates are floating.
• the Crust, which can be divided in Oceanic Crust, ∼ 10 km thick, which includes the mid-oceanic ridges, and the Continental Crust, 30-70 km thick, igneous, metamorphic, with sedimentary rocks.
The methods used by the geologists can be classified in geophysics and geochemistry categories. The physics methods are based upon the study of the diffusion through the Earth of the seismic waves: the transverse (shear) waves do not propagate in the liquid matter and there is a direct relation between the waves velocity and the density of the crossed material. But the physics methods do not provide any information on the Earth composition, which on the other hands is studied by the geochemists.
The geochemistry uses two approaches: the analysis of the direct rock samples, and models. It is possible to obtain crust samples by means of bore-holes (the deepest one has 12 km), while mantle investigations can be done using the upper mantle peridotites in the mid ocean ridges and the rocks brought up by different types of volcanism.
The geochemical models assume that the chemical composition of the solar system has to be the same for all its components; the composition of the chondritic meteorites and the Sun composition are so assumed as a model for the Earth.
The reference model for the geologists is the Bulk Silicate Earth (BSE), which studies the evolution of the Earth starting before the crust differentiation and after the Fe-Ni core separation; but in this model also data provided by the geochemical models are taken into account.
The Earth heat flow
The geological estimation of the heat within the Earth shows a large range. The evaluation based upon the conductive heath flow from the bore-hole temperature gradient gives 31 ± 1 TW, while the study of the gradient vs. distance from the mid-ocean ridges (taking into account also the effects of the water cooling) gives 46 ± 1 TW.
The previsions of how much of this heat is due to the radioactive decays are also different: in the BSE model only 19 TW are foreseen for the crust and the uppermost portion of the mantle, but also for this model this evaluation can change if we assume an homogeneous distribution in the mantle or a radiogenic accumulation at the bottom of it. Other hypotheses concern a possible 40 K presence in the core and an accumulation of Uranium around the core, which would produce a reactor (geo-reactor) of 3-6 TW of power. In this case the heat from radiogenic source could reach also 44 TW.
The radioactive decays in the Earth are due to the 238 U and 232 Th families and to 40 K. All these decays are producing heat: Their energy spectra are shown in fig. 1 .
The geo-neutrino events, in a detector liquid scintillator based, are well tagged. In the collision of theν e on proton (see fig. 2 ), one positron (the antiparticle of the electron) is emitted together with a neutron. The positron annihilates immediately meeting an electron with the emission of two prompt γs of 0.511 MeV each. The neutron thermalizes with a delay of ∼ 260 μs and is captured by a proton, producing a photon of 2.2 MeV of energy. The tagging consists of two 0.511 MeV γs, followed by one 2.2 MeV γ with a delay of about 260 μs.
This strong tagging is very important in order to disentangle theν e s events from the background.
Theν e interactions described above have a lower threshold at 1.8 MeV (vertical line in fig. 1 ); the consequence is that the possible geo-neutrinos from 40 K cannot be detected, while the ones emitted in the decays of the 238 U and 232 Th families can be studied over 1.8 MeV.
The detection of the geo-neutrinos
Presently only two experiments in the world are able to study the Geoneutrinos: Borexino at the underground Gran Sasso laboratory in Italy [1, 2] and Kamland at the underground Kamioka laboratory in Japan [3] . Both are using liquid scintillator (300 tons in Borexino and 1 kton in Kamland), are shielded with respect to the cosmic rays by the rock overburden and have a similar structure, with the difference that Borexino has a much higher radiopurity.
In fig. 3 nylon vessel a second nylon balloon serves as barrier against the radon emission by the stainless steel and by the 2212 photomultipliers supported by the sphere. Finally a water tank, containing 2100 m 3 of highly purified water surrounds the sphere, assuring a further shielding of at least 2 m in all directions.
The basic idea followed in this design is to assure a good shielding, first (water) from the external radiations of the rocks and the environment, second (buffer PC) from the radiations survived through the water, and from the photomultiplier and stainless steel emission. The very thin nylon layer (made of material chosen with high radiopurity and extruded in a clean room) of the Inner Vessel keeps at very low level its emission, but requires a buoyancy close to zero, which is assured by the buffer liquid having an almost identical density as the scintillator. The photomultipliers are coupled with optical concentrators, which turn towards the photocatodes the photons produced by the interactions in the scintillator, thus assuring a 30% optical coverage.
At the Gran Sasso underground laboratory ∼ 1.1 muons m 2 ·h cross the overburden of about 2700 m of rocks. These muons can produce radioactive nuclides and neutrons, and it is very important to detect them. As a consequence a muon veto has been installed in the external water tank, with 208 photomultipliers, exploiting the Cherenkov light produced by the muons in the water. All materials are selected to keep their radioactive level as low as possible; the water, the PC and the scintillator have been radio-purified using techniques developed on purpose and are sparged with N 2 , also highly purified from 222 Rn, 39 Ar, 85 Kr. The result is that the Borexino detector reaches an unprecedented very high radio-purity (see table I); in this aspect it is a unique detector.
In table I the contaminants of various materials used in the Borexino detector or in the radio-purification processes are shown: for the regular unpurified materials, and in Borexino, after the purification.
The background
The geo-neutrino interactions are rare and it is very important to keep under control the background. The main sources of it are theν eS emitted by the nuclear reactors, the radioactivity of the detector components and the events induced by cosmic muons crossing the overburden and the accidental coincidences. In both the experiments, Borexino and Kamland, the reactorν e flux has been carefully evaluated taking into account: the various reactor powers and their possible changes month per month during data taking, the fuel composition, the distances reactors-detector, the effects of the neutrino oscillation (anν e has a certain probability to oscillate in to aν μ ). The expression used for this evaluation is
where P rm is the power per each reactor and month, obtained from the data base and the documents of the IAEA and EDF; f ri is the power fraction of isotopes: 235 U, 238 U, 239 Pu, 241 Pu; L r , the distance reactor-detector; T m , the data taking of the detector in months; P ee , the survival probability of theν e due to the oscillation phenomenon; Φ i (Eν e ) the antineutrino flux from each reactor. The three sum operators Σ refer to the loops over reactors (r), over months (m) and over isotopes (i), respectively. The systematic errors of this calculation come mostly from the fuel composition, Φ i (Eν e ), the reactor power per month, the oscillation parameters. A further contribution is due to the long-lived isotopes of the nuclear radioactive wastes.
In the case of the estimation at the Gran Sasso site of the total flux from reactorν e s, the total systematic errors introduce in the flux an uncertainty of 5.38%. For this flux calculation, 194 (Europe) and 245 (rest of the world) nuclear plants have been considered: of course the contribution is mostly due to the Europe reactors.
In the Kamioka site the background due to the reactorν e is much more important than in the Gran Sasso case: the flux is more than 7 times higher, due to the big number of nuclear plants in Japan.
The second contribution to the background is due to the radioactivity in the detector itself and in the environments. (α, n) and (γ, n) interactions can mimicν events. This background is almost negligible in Borexino, due to the very high radiopurity, but this is not the case of Kamland because its radio-contaminants are a few orders of magnitude higher than in Borexino (see table II) .
A further background is due to the events produced by the residual cosmic muons crossing the overburden. They can produce either (β −n) emitter nuclides or neutrons, which reach the scintillator, just giving a prompt and a delay signal. These fake events can be neutralized with proper time vetoes after the detected muons.
Finally also the accidental coincidences, coupled to some signal in the scintillator, may mimic good events. In Borexino the accidentals in the geo-neutrino energy range are very small. This is not the case of Kamland, where due to the radioactive contaminants, the rate is high (see table II).
The results achieved until now
The data set analyzed until now by Borexino has been collected during 537.2 days of data taking with a fiducial exposure (which takes into account the analysis cuts) of 252.6 ton-year [4] .
In fig. 4 the expected energy spectrum of the prompt positrons, simulated in the Borexino detector, is shown. The white area corresponds to the events produced by the reactorν e events, while the shaded area are the positrons from the geo-neutrino interactions (the red line is the same spectrum, once subtracted the reactorν e events).
In fig. 5 the measured data is shown. The black points are the experimental results, while the plots are the result of the fit carried out via an unbinned Maximum Likelihood function. Again the shaded area corresponds to the geoneutrino events, the white to the events from rectorν e , while the blue area is the background [pay attention that the energy scale in the plots In fig. 6 the best fit parameters from the likelihood analysis is shown together with a comparison with the geological models. The hypothesis of no evidence of geoneutrinos is rejected with 99.997% Confidence Level, corresponding to 4.2 sigma. The statistics is not yet enough to discriminate among the BSE, the maximum radiogenic model (the whole Earth heat is due to the radioactive decays) and the minimum radiogenic model (the radioactive decays account only of the heat present in the Earth Crust). Nevertheless the maximum radiogenic model seems slightly preferred.
On the other hand the Borexino data allow to rule out the model based upon the existence of a 3-6 TW geo-reactor.
The signal/noise ratio in the Borexino data is 2.5/1; in the first bin of fig. 5 , the signal/noise ratio is ≈ 18/1. The Kamland data set has been taken during 2135 days, with a fiducial exposure of 4126 ton-year [5] . In the bottom of fig. 7 the Kamland results are shown: the black points are the experimental data, while the colored areas give the various contributions: the white area corresponds to the events due to the reactorν eS , the red area to the accidental coincidences, the green area to the fake events produced by the α S radio-produced. Finally the blue dashed area represents the geo-neutrinos.
In the intermediate plot only the fitted geo-neutrino distribution is shown, while on the top the detector efficiency in reconstructing geoneutrinos is reproduced. The Kamland data slightly favor the BSE model, even if, as the Borexino data, does not reach evidence for one of the geological models. The null geo-neutrino signal is excluded at 99.55% Confidence Level.
In Kamland the signal/noise ratio is 1/15. Hints of geo-neutrino detection have been published by Kamland already in 2005 [6] and 2008 [7] , this last with a Confidence Level at 2.5 sigma.
Conclusions
The evidence of the geo-neutrinos is now very robust. Nevertheless the limited statistics does not allow a discrimination among the different models, with the exception of the geo-reactor model, which is ruled out by the Borexino results.
Borexino plans to have enough statistics, by the end 2011, to discriminate among the various geological models. By the end 2013 Borexino will be probably able to measure the Th/U ratio.
